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Abstract  

Collocations play a significant role in second language acquisition. In order to be able to offer efficient 
support to learners, an NLP-based CALL environment for learning collocations should be based on a 
representative collocation error annotated learner corpus. We are currently working on such a corpus 
for Spanish, starting from a fine-grained typology of collocation errors and drawing upon an existing 
learner corpus, namely CEDEL2 from the Autonomous University of Madrid. In this paper, we 
present this typology and discuss the first findings obtained from our annotation work. 
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1. Introduction 

The importance of collocations in second language acquisition is increasingly 
recognized in the community (Lewis 2000; Granger 1998b; Howarth 1998; Nesselhauf 
2003, 2005; Alonso Ramos 2006; Higueras 2006; Martelli 2006). To adequately 
support students in learning collocations, it is crucial to identify and classify the 
collocation errors made by them and then offer targeted exercises and adequate 
illustrative material. This presupposes the availability of collocation tagged learner and 
general corpora: a learner corpus allows us to identify the most common collocation 
errors; a general corpus is needed as a source of illustration and training material.  

We aim at the development of an advanced NLP-based computer assisted language 
learning (CALL) environment for learning collocations in Spanish. In this paper, we 
focus on the problem of processing Spanish learner corpora, which consists of three 
stages: (i) analysis of the corpus and derivation of a collocation error typology; (ii) 
definition of a tag set to annotate the corpus; and (iii) tagging the corpus.  

2. Towards a collocation error typology 
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A detailed analysis of learner corpora has proved to be essential (Dagneaux et al. 
1998; Granger 1998a, 2007; Tono 2003). Such an analysis requires a predefined error 
tag set or error typology (Granger 2007). This is also true for the analysis of a 
collocation learner corpus. Currently available general learner error typologies tend to 
group collocation errors into a single subclass of lexical errors (Aldabe et al. 2005; 
Milićević and Hamel; 2007; Granger 2007; Díaz-Negrillo and García-Cumbreras 
2007). Occasionally, collocation errors are also discussed referring to the POS of the 
collocation elements (Philip 2007). A closer look at a learner corpus reveals, however 
that a more detailed typology is needed. For the purpose of the present study, we used 
the Corpus Escrito del Español L2 (CEDEL2) from the Autonomous University of 
Madrid3, which consists of short compositions written by native speakers of English 
(L1). Consider some examples from CEDEL2: 

(1) deseo lograr el gol de ser bilingual, lit. ‘I desire achieve the goal of  

being bilingual’ 

(2)  […] llenar un puesto [de trabajo], lit. ‘fill a position [of work]’ 

(3) recibí un llamo de Brad, lit. ‘I received a call from Brad’. 

(4) Algunos tienen prejuicio por edad, lit. ‘Some have prejudice for age’ 

Apart from errors not related to collocations (e.g. bilingual instead of bilingüe), which 
we ignore, the following collocation construction errors stand out4: 

(1´)  error in the base resulting from the projection of a word in L1 (English)  
to L2 (Spanish), as e.g. goal → gol: lograr [el] gol – instead of lograr 
[el] objetivo; 

(2´)  error in the collocate resulting from a literal translation of a word from 
L1 to L2, as e.g. fill  → llenar: llenar [un] puesto – instead of ocupar 
[un] puesto; 

(3´)  error in the base resulting from a wrong morphological derivation and an 
inappropriate use of the collocation as a whole in the given context, as 
e.g. llamar → llamo: recibí un llamo de Brad – instead of recibí una 
llamada de Brad; or, better: me llamó Brad; 

(4´)  error in the number of the base and in the governed preposition, as e.g. 
prejuicio: tienen prejuicio [por algo], instead of tienen prejuicios [hacia 
algo]. 

                                                 
3 CEDEL2, which has been compiled by the group directed by Amaya Mendikoetxea, contains 

about 400,000 words of essays written in Spanish by native speakers of English. The essays are 
classified with respect to the proficiency level of the authors. The essays underlying our study were 
written by learners with intermediate or advanced level of Spanish. For more information, see 
http://www.uam.es/proyectosinv/woslac/cedel2.htm. 

4 We interpret collocations in the sense of Hausmann (1979) as idiosyncratic word co-occurrences 
consisting of a base and a collocate. 
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The errors are very different. Therefore, a fine-grained collocation error typology is 
needed to capture these differences and be able to offer adequate didactic means to 
address them. 

In the present stage of our work, we distinguish three main types of collocation errors: 
lexical errors, grammatical errors and register errors. Lexical errors concern either the 
whole collocation or one of its elements. In the first case, we find inexistent 
collocations in Spanish whose meaning would be correctly expressed by a single 
lexical unit (LU) (e.g. *hacer de cotilleos, lit ‘[to] make of gossip’ instead of cotillear 
‘[to] gossip’), and inexistent single LUs used instead of collocations (e.g. 
*escaparatar instead of ir de escaparates, lit. ‘[to] go of shop window’). In the second 
case, we distinguish between errors concerning paradigmatic lexical selection (e.g. 
*lograr un gol lit ‘[to] achieve a goal (in football)’ instead of lograr un objetivo, lit 
‘[to] achieve a goal’) and errors concerning syntagmatic lexical selection (e.g. 
*escribir el examen, lit ‘[to] write the exam’ instead of hacer el examen, lit ‘[to] do the 
exam); the former concern the base, the second the collocate.  

Most lexical errors are literal translations from L1. Although a finer distinction is 
necessary later on to determine the source of errors, as a first approximation, the 
distinction between “transfer by importation”, i.e., adoption of an inexistent form in 
L2 – recibir un llamo, lit ‘[to] receive a call’, instead of recibir una llamada – and 
“transfer by extension”, i.e., extension of the meaning of an L2 lexical unit – salvar 
dinero, lit. ‘[to] save money’, instead of ahorrar dinero –  is valid.  

Grammatical errors in our typology are directly linked to collocations. They concern 
information that a learner cannot derive from the grammar of L2 and that must be 
described in the entry for the base of the collocation (e.g. *hablar al teléfono lit. ‘[to] 
speak to the phone’ instead of hablar por teléfono ‘[to] speak through the phone’). 

In the class of register error, we group collocations that are pragmatically 
inappropriate. Thus, tengo el deseo de ser bilingüe, lit. ‘I have the desire of being 
bilingual’ sounds odd in an informal context – better: me gustaría ser bilingüe ‘I 
would like to be bilingual’. 

3. The process of tagging collocations in CEDEL2 

Apart from a collocation error typology, a detailed semantic typology of collocations 
is crucial in order to be able to offer the learner examples of similar collocations. The 
most detailed and systematic semantically-oriented typology of collocations we know 
of are the Lexical Functions (Mel’čuk, 1996), from now on referred to as LFs. 

With the collocation error and the LF typologies at hand, we tag all collocations in 
CEDEL2. In the case of collocation errors, we also annotate the correct version of the 
erroneous collocation and the corresponding LF. Consider the following examples.  
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(1´´)  lograr [el] gol: lexical error in the base; extension of the meaning of Sp. 
gol ‘goal (in football)’ due to phonetic similarity with Eng. goal; LF: 
Real1; correct: lograr [el] objetivo 

(2´´)  llenar [un] puesto: lexical error in the collocate; extension of the 
meaning of Sp. llenar ‘fill’ based on the English collocation [to] fill a 
position; LF: Oper1; correct: ocupar [un] puesto 

(3´´)  recibí un llamo [de Brad]: lexical error in the base; erroneous derivation 
based on the first person singular form of the verb Sp. llamar, possibly 
analogous with forms like paseo<pasear, canto<cantar, etc.; LF: Oper2; 
correct: recibí una llamada [de Brad]  

Example (4’’) shows that, on the one hand, a single collocation may show more than 
one error, and, on the other hand, that the determination of the source of an error is not 
always straightforward. 

(4´´)  tienen prejuicio [por algo]: 1. grammatical error in the government of 
the base; intralingual; 2. grammatical error in the number of the base; 
intralingual or possibly interlingual since Eng. prejudice can be used 
both as a countable or an uncountable noun; LF: Oper1; correct: tienen 
prejuicios [hacia algo]. 

The tagging of the learner corpus is currently being performed manually, supported by 
an interactive annotation tool, Knowtator, which is realized as a plug-in of the 
knowledge acquisition framework Protégé. The application allows us to define an 
annotation schema used in the process of annotation to give information on the 
semantics of the combinations– through LFs –, and, in the case of erroneous 
collocations, to describe the errors and propose a correction. We are also about to 
develop a collocation tagger that will tag both LFs and collocation errors. The work on 
the LF-tagger draws upon the work described in Wanner et al. (2006).  

4. Conclusion  

The preliminary evaluation of the corpus we annotated so far in accordance with the 
schema presented above, reveals that 39% of the collocations used by learners contain 
some error. 62% of the erroneous collocations contain lexical errors, 33% show 
grammatical errors, whereas 5% have both lexical and grammatical errors. In a more 
fine-grained analysis of the more prominent lexical errors, we find that 54% of these 
represent an incorrect choice of the collocate, 20% the use of an incorrect base, 16% 
the use of an existing collocation with a different sense, while 10% are cases of using 
collocation-type constructions instead of single LUs. As for the possible source of 
errors, we can establish that the great majority of lexical errors – 70% – represent clear 
cases of lexical transfer from L1 to L2. However, further investigation based on a 
larger annotated corpus is needed to draw more fine-grained conclusions. We are thus 
currently working on the extension of our collocation error annotated learner corpus. 
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